
 

Instruction 

number 

 

Tools or Machine setting 

 

 

Instruction 

 

Picture  

 
1 

Your window and curtain rail! 
Tape measure 
Pencil Pleat Curtain planning sheet 
Calculator 
Spare Paper or pad 
Pen 

 
Plan your curtain fabric – see our separate planning sheet 
for this 
 

SEWING NOTES: All sewing includes 3-4 
backstitches at the beginning and end of each 
seam or topstitch to ensure it doesn’t come 
unravelled 
 
You can place masking tape alongside the 1.5cm 
guide on machine base to help make sure you 
keep your stitch straight when you sew 1.5cm 
seams 
 

 
2 

 
Ruler 
Chalk pencil - sharp 
Scissors 
Square or oblong table or dressmakers 
cutting mat on the floor/table 
Tape measure 

 
Save time cutting curtain fabric by folding it in half first: 
Fold over half your cut width (2 on your planning sheet) 
so that the measurement from where the fabric starts 
after the selvedge (manufactured edge) to your fold is 
half your cut width - measure to check fold is parallel to 
selvedge all the way along.  

 
 
3 

Pins  
Fabric Scissors 

 
Pin on the fabric inside the selvedge to keep both layers 
together. Cut up the line where the selvedge stops and 
the fabric starts – you can chalk this with a ruler if it’s not 
clear as in our example. 
 

 



 
4 

Ruler 
Chalk pencil - sharp 
Scissors 
Square or oblong table 
Tape measure 

 
Place fold along the edge of the table or cutting board 
then neaten one end into a right angle to the fold – use 
the end of the table to get your right angle, and a wide 
ruler and chalk pencil to mark the ends. Pin inside the line 
to keep both layers together. Cut the end off along the 
chalk line 
 

 
 
5 

Ruler 
Chalk pencil - sharp 
Scissors 
Square or oblong table 
Tape measure 

 
Measure and mark the cut length (1 on your planning 
sheet from this newly cut edge to the other end of the 
curtain. Mark with chalk again. Pin inside the line and cut 
along line 
 
 
 

 
 
6 

Pen 
Masking tape 
 

 
Mark the centre point (i.e. the fold) at the top edge of the 

curtain with chalk or a small notch at right angles to the 

edge – this is for a later step.  

Take out pins and stick a piece of masking tape on the 
wrong side of the fabric close to the edge  on both sides 
& write SIDE on it, a piece on the hem (write hem on it)  
and a piece on the top edge length of your curtain, 
writing top on it.  
N.b. which edge is the top or hem will depend on your 
print direction, fabric nap etc 

 



 
7 

 
Ruler 
Chalk pencil - sharp 
Scissors 
Square or oblong table 
Tape measure 

 
Now cut the lining: 
See your Planning sheet for lining measurements. As we 
did with the curtain fabric, fold over lining half the 
needed width. You may need to actually cut off the 
selvedge before doing all of this as it can be a bit tight, 
gathering the fabric in. Continue preparing  the lining  in 
the same way as you did for the curtain, following points 
2-6 above 
 
 

 

 
8 

 
Iron and ironing board 
Grader ruler 
Chalk pencil 

 
To mark hems of curtain and lining (separately) ready to 
sew:  
For the curtain fabric, if you’ve allowed the 10cm for the 
hem as on the planning sheet you’ll need to do a 1.5cm 
turning then a  8.5cm turning. Mark first with chalk and 
iron like this: lightly chalk a line 3cm (double 1.5cm) from 
the raw hem edge and press the raw edge to this 3cm 
line to create a 1.5cm fold 

 
 
9 

Iron and ironing board 
Grader ruler 
Chalk pencil 

 
Then chalk another line 17cm (double 8.5cm) from newly 
folded edge and press folded edge to this new line 
creating a 8.5cm fold.  
 
For the lining if you have allowed the 4.5cm total turning 
from the planning sheet, mark your 1.5cm turning then a 
3cm turning (= total 4.5) like this, using the same 
technique of chalking double what you need to turn and 
then folding to that line: 
 lightly chalk a line 3cm from raw hem edge then fold raw 
edge to this line and press for a 1.5cm fold, then chalk a 
second line 6cm from folded edge and press the fold to 
this line for a 3cm fold. 

 

 



10 Pins  
Pin lining and curtain hem ready to sew as in the photo 
her. The lining has pin heads sticking out, which is ideal if 
you are right-handed, the curtain hem has pin heads 
inwards towards the curtain – this method is easier for 
left-handed people. Choose the method that’s best for 
you and pin both the same way.  

 
11  

Set up your machine with thread that 

matches your curtain fabric. Central 

needle (5 on dial on top right on Janome 

525S), straight stitch, stitch length 3.  

Pin magnet/cushion 

 

 

Stitch the curtain hem close to the double folded edge, 

wrong side of fabric facing you. Once needle is in 

position, put masking tape on machine base alongside 

the single folded edge to line fabric up with whilst 

sewing. Sew along the hem then press on wrong side of 

fabric. 

Stitch the lining hem in the same way and press again on 

the wrong side.  

13 Pins  

On a table place the curtain right side up and place lining 

on top right side down (right sides together)  

Pin side seams together: do one side first, matching top 

edges of curtain and lining, and pinning down the side, 

making raw edges flush with each other. Once you have 

pinned one side, measure from the bottom of the curtain 

hem to the bottom of the lining hem. It should be 3cm if 

you are following the planner.   



14 Pins  
Tape measure 

Then when you pin the other side together measure up 

from the curtain hem to the same height of the lining first 

eg. 3cm and pin lining hem first to curtain at this height, 

then continue to pin up the side. If the lining is not flush 

with the top edge pin it to where it meets – checking that 

the curtain is looking straight and not skewed first. It’s 

more important that the lining and hem are the same 

distance from each other on both sides of the bottom 

edge as you can adjust the top edge if the lining is slightly 

out. 

 

 

15  

Set up your machine with thread that 

matches your curtain fabric. Central 

needle (5 on dial on top right on Janome 

525S), straight stitch, stitch length 3.  

Pin magnet/cushion 

Iron & Board 

 

Stitch side seams with 1.5cm seam allowance, 

backstitching each end as with all seams, starting from 

the hem end, make sure you only sew to the bottom of 

the lining; do not sew on curtain fabric. Rest curtain in 

your lap or on the table so it doesn’t pull away from you 

whilst sewing.  

Iron seam allowances towards lining on both side seams 

 
 
16 

 

Tape measure 

Pins 

 

Turn curtain through so right sides are on the outside 

Place on table and pin top edge centre marks/notches 

together then pin top edges of curtain and lining together 

from centre to one side. Measure the size of the curtain 

fold on the side you just pinned i.e. 3.5 cm if you are 

following the planner, then pin the same curtain fold on 

the other side e.g. 3.5 cm and pin from there back to the 

centre – so you’ll have the same turning each side 
 



  
17 

 

Set up your machine with thread that 

matches your curtain fabric. Central 

needle (5 on dial on top right on Janome 

525S), straight stitch, stitch length 4. 

 

Machine baste the top edges of lining and curtain 

together with stitch length 4 using a 1cm seam 

allowance. This will hold both curtain and lining in place  

Turn stitch length back to 3 ready for the next bit of 

sewing 

 

 
 
18 

Pins 

Iron and board 

 

Pin sides so that the gap between lining and curtain is 

even then lightly iron to keep in place 

 

 
 
19 

  

Ruler 

Chalk pencil 

Iron and Board 

 

To fold over your top edge: put curtain back on table 

lining side up, draw a line double the distance of the fold 

you want from the raw top edge, all the way along the 

top (fold allowed is 5 cm on your planner, so draw a line 

double this from the edge). Press raw edge to this line to 

create fold the size you planned. i.e. draw a line 10 from 

the edge and fold to this line. 

 

 

 
 

 
 
20 

   
 



Curtain tape 

Pins 

Tape measure or ruler 

Put your curtain back on the table lining side up, ready to 

pin curtain tape. Starting on the end that will be meeting 

the other curtain, fold one end of the tape under by 2 or 

3 cm considering the hook positions on the tape – you 

may want the end that the curtains meet to overlap 

when they are hanging, so on one curtain you could have 

the edge hook close to the edge and on the other set it 

back by an inch or so. Leave enough string to pull, don’t 

fold the string under. Tuck the folded end of tape under 

the top turned edge of curtain and lining, and pin down 

so that the top edge of the tape sits  0.5 or 1.5cm below 

the top of the curtain (depends which you chose in 

planning stage) & folded under tape at side is hidden 

from front and all raw edges are tucked in. 

 

 
 

 
21 

 

Set up your machine with thread that 

matches your curtain fabric. Central 

needle (5 on dial on top right on Janome 

525S), straight stitch, stitch length  3 

Pin magnet/cushion 

 

Then pin across the top and base of curtain tape keeping 

the tape the same distance from top of curtain, then 

leave 2-3cm of tape to tuck under the other end (you can 

leave strings longer) and cut off the excess. Then tuck 

tape round and under the folded top edge.  

Get needle in position (stitch on line on tape if there is 

one, or a few mm in from edge of tape if not) and then 

put masking tape next to top edge of curtain as it lies on 

machine base. Keep the top of the curtain lined up with 

the masking tape all the way along while stitching  so 

your stitching will be even when seen from front of 

curtain. If the curtain tape shifts along while stitching, try 

to ease it in, but if not possible make sure to fold excess 

tape under at the end before finishing sewing, so you 

can’t see the tape from the outside. 

 
 
 

 



 
22 

  

Sew bottom of tape ½ cm from bottom edge of tape or 

on the line if there is one on your curtain tape 

 
 
 
23 

  

 

Lay curtain back on the table with the lining facing you to 

finish bottom corners:  Snip off the corner at a slight 

angle, and fold in at an angle, see photos, then pin. Hand 

stitch down (see separate sheet for hand-stitching 

instructions) 

 
 

 



 
24 

  

Pull your tape cords so that curtain tape becomes your 

planned width i.e. that of half your window, and tie in a 

strong bow each end (so you can adjust later if you need 

to) 

Put in hooks - see how many you have on your curtain rail 

and divide by 2 

 

 

 
 


